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Abstract 30 

Background: Women’s reproductive factors include their age at menarche and menopause, the age 31 

at which they start and stop having children, and the number of children they have. Studies that 32 

have linked these factors with disease risk have largely investigated individual reproductive factors 33 

and have not considered the genetic correlation and total interplay that may occur between them. 34 

This study aimed to investigate the nature of the relationships between eight female reproductive 35 

factors. 36 

Methods: We used data from the UK Biobank and genetic consortia with data available for the 37 

following reproductive factors: age at menarche, age at menopause, age at first birth, age at last 38 

birth, number of births, being parous, age at first sex and lifetime number of sexual partners. Linkage 39 

disequilibrium score regression (LDSC) was performed to investigate the genetic correlation between 40 

reproductive factors. We then applied Mendelian randomization (MR) methods to estimate the 41 

causal relationships between these factors. Sensitivity analyses were used to investigate 42 

directionality of the effects, test for evidence of pleiotropy and account for sample overlap.  43 

Results: LDSC indicated that most reproductive factors are genetically correlated (rg range: |0.06 – 44 

0.94|), though there was little evidence for genetic correlations between lifetime number of sexual 45 

partners and age at last birth, number of births and ever being parous (rg < 0.01). MR revealed 46 

potential causal relationships between many reproductive factors, including later age at menarche 47 

(1 SD increase) leading to a later age at first sexual intercourse (Beta (B)=0.09 SD, 95% confidence 48 

intervals (CI)=0.06,0.11), age at first birth (B=0.07 SD, CI=0.04,0.10), age at last birth (B=0.06 SD, 49 

CI=0.04,0.09) and age at menopause (B=0.06 SD, CI=0.03,0.10). Later age at first birth was found to 50 

lead to a later age at menopause (B=0.21 SD, CI=0.13,0.29), age at last birth (B=0.72 SD, 51 

CI=0.67,0.77) and a lower number of births (B=-0.38 SD, CI=-0.44,-0.32). 52 

Conclusion: This study presents evidence that women’s reproductive factors are genetically 53 

correlated and causally related. Future studies examining the health sequelae of reproductive 54 
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factors should consider a woman’s entire reproductive history, including the causal interplay 55 

between reproductive factors. 56 

Introduction 57 

A woman’s reproductive life course includes her age at menarche (AAM) and menopause, the age at 58 

which she starts and stops having children, and the number of children she has, as well as the age 59 

she first has sexual intercourse, and the number of sexual partners she has in her lifetime. Some of 60 

these reproductive factors have been identified as risk factors for chronic diseases, including breast 61 

cancer, respiratory disease and cardiometabolic diseases.(1) A younger AAM and older age at 62 

menopause were associated with an increased risk of breast cancer in one large meta-analysis,(2) 63 

while having fewer children and a higher age at first birth (AFB) were positively associated with 64 

breast cancer risk in another.(3) Other studies have implicated AAM, AFB, number of still births and 65 

miscarriages, age at menopause and parity in relation to respiratory and cardiovascular disease.(4-6) 66 

One study found that later AAM was associated with reduced risk of coronary artery disease.(7) 67 

Having any children and later AFB have been associated with a lower risk of lung cancer.(8) Older 68 

AAM and a shorter reproductive period have also been linked with higher risk of chronic kidney 69 

disease.(9,10) 70 

However, on the whole, studies have not considered a woman’s entire reproductive history and the 71 

potential interplay between reproductive factors. Understanding the inter-relationships between 72 

reproductive factors is important to correctly identify potential confounders (common causes of the 73 

exposure and outcome of interest) and mediators (factors that lie on the causal pathway between 74 

exposure and outcome). Information on multiple reproductive factors will provide useful additions 75 

to algorithms for predicting disease risk in women.(1)  76 

Evidence of association between AAM and menopause is inconsistent, with some studies reporting 77 

earlier AAM associated with earlier menopause,(11-16) others showing the inverse association,(17,18) 78 
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and some showing no evidence of this association.(19-24) While there is some evidence of an 79 

association between an earlier AAM and earlier AFB,(25,26) there is little evidence of association 80 

between AAM and parity.(26) Another study has also investigated reproductive factors in relation to 81 

sexual history, suggesting a younger AAM is not a risk factor for younger age at first having sexual 82 

intercourse (AFS).(27) Associations between reproductive factors could be reflective of causal 83 

relationships, or common genetic or non-genetic environmental causes, i.e. confounding. 84 

Observational studies are prone to confounding bias as it is difficult to capture all confounders 85 

accurately. Mendelian randomization (MR) is a method that assesses the causal relationship 86 

between an exposure and outcome by using genetic variants robustly associated with the exposure. 87 

MR is advantageous as it is less likely to be affected by confounding and reverse causation than 88 

standard multivariable regression analysis.(28-30) There have been an increasing number of genome 89 

wide association studies (GWAS) of reproductive factors,(31-33) which can be used to investigate 90 

genetic correlation (i.e. shared genetic causes) between these factors as well as whether 91 

relationships between reproductive factors may be causal using MR.  92 

The present study aims to identify and clarify the nature of any relationships between women’s 93 

reproductive factors, by investigating their genetic overlap and the causal relationships between 94 

eight reproductive factors, including potential bidirectional effects where the temporal order 95 

between the traits is not clear.  96 

Methods 97 

UK Biobank 98 

The UK Biobank study is a large population-based cohort of 502,682 individuals who were recruited 99 

at ages 37–73 years across the UK between 2006 and 2010. The study includes extensive health and 100 

lifestyle questionnaire data, physical measures, and biological samples from which genetic data has 101 

been generated. The study protocol is available online, and more details have been published 102 
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elsewhere.(34) At recruitment the participants gave informed consent to participate and be followed 103 

up.  104 

Reproductive factors 105 

The reproductive factors investigated in this study were: age at menarche, age at menopause, age at 106 

first live birth, age at last live birth, number of live births, age first had sexual intercourse, lifetime 107 

number of sexual partners (at the time of assessment) and parous status (ever/never given birth at 108 

the time of assessment). In UK Biobank these reproductive factors were derived from questionnaire 109 

responses at the baseline assessment; further details can be found in the Supplementary Note.  110 

Phenotypic correlation 111 

We calculated the correlation between reproductive factors using the Pearson correlation 112 

coefficient.  113 

GWAS 114 

To identify genetic variants robustly related to each of the reproductive factors, we first performed 115 

genome wide association studies (GWAS) for each reproductive factor among women in the entire 116 

UK Biobank sample. Each GWAS was performed using the Medical Research Council (MRC) 117 

Integrative Epidemiology Unit (IEU) UK Biobank GWAS pipeline.(35,36) BOLT-LMM was used to conduct 118 

the analysis in the GWAS pipeline,(37) which accounts for population stratification and relatedness 119 

using linear mixed modelling. Genotyping chip and age were included as covariates. Genome-wide 120 

significant SNPs were selected at p <5×10−8 and were clumped to ensure independence at linkage 121 

disequilibrium (LD) r2 < 0.001 and a distance of 10 000 kb using the TwoSampleMR package.(36) 122 

Genetic correlation 123 

Genetic correlations between the reproductive factors were calculated using LDSC and the UK 124 

Biobank GWAS summary statistics.(38,39) The regressions were performed using pre-computed LD 125 

scores for each SNP calculated based on individuals of European ancestry from using 1000 Genomes 126 
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European data and are appropriate for use with European GWAS data.(38) These LD scores were 127 

filtered to HapMap3 SNPs as these are well-imputed in most studies.(40) SNPs found on chromosome 128 

6 in the region 26MB to 34MB were excluded. GWAS summary statistics were converted for LDSC 129 

regression using the munge_sumstats.py command from the command line tool “ldsc”, and LDSC 130 

was performed using the ldsc.py command.  131 

Mendelian randomization 132 

We conducted MR analysis using the “TwoSampleMR” R package,(36) where the inverse variance 133 

weighted (IVW) method was used in the primary analysis to assess the causal relationships between 134 

pairs of reproductive factors. This method combines Wald ratios, calculated by dividing the SNP-135 

outcome association by the SNP-exposure association, in a multiplicative random effect meta-136 

analysis where the weight of each ratio is the inverse of the variance of the SNP-outcome 137 

association.(41) We assessed earlier-occurring reproductive factors as the exposure in relation to 138 

later-occurring factors (the outcomes), e.g. AAM was investigated as a potential cause of age at 139 

menopause but not vice versa. In some cases where there was no clear temporal ordering, we 140 

carried out analyses in both possible directions, e.g., between ever parous status and age at 141 

menopause. These cases are shown in Table S1. All relationships tested by MR are shown in Table 142 

S2, and GWAS estimates were standardized (mean = 0 and standard deviation (SD) = 1) prior to 143 

performing MR. 144 

The IVW method makes a number of assumptions: that the genetic instruments are strongly 145 

associated with the exposure; do not share common causes, either genetic or other confounders 146 

such as population stratification, with the outcome; and are not pleiotropic i.e., do not have an 147 

effect on the outcome through a pathway other than via the exposure. (41) We therefore performed 148 

a series of sensitivity analyses to evaluate the robustness of our results to these assumptions (see 149 

“Evaluating assumptions”).   150 
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In our primary analysis, we applied two-sample MR methods on a single large dataset, UK Biobank, 151 

which is advantageous over other methods due to the large sample size. In this analysis, the GWAS 152 

used for the exposure and outcome were both performed on women in the UK Biobank study, and 153 

therefore the exposure and outcome samples overlap entirely. Large overlap in the sample(s) used 154 

to generate genetic variant-exposure and genetic variant-outcome associations can introduce bias in 155 

estimates obtained using two-sample MR.(42) In particular, sample overlap between the exposure 156 

and outcome samples may bias estimates towards the observational (and potentially confounded) 157 

exposure-outcome association and may lead to an overestimation of effects.(42) While it has been 158 

proposed that this approach of applying two-sample MR methods in a single sample may be 159 

performed within large studies with minimal bias introduced to the causal estimates by sample 160 

overlap,(43) we performed a series of sensitivity analyses to evaluate the robustness of our results to 161 

this (see “Assessing the impact of sample overlap”). 162 

Evaluating MR assumptions  163 

We evaluated the likelihood that MR assumptions were violated where we found evidence of effects 164 

in our primary analysis.  165 

Instrument strength 166 

The strength of the genetic instrument for each reproductive factor in the main IVW analysis was 167 

assessed using the mean F statistic, calculated based on the variance explained (r2) by the genetic 168 

instrument and sample size of the exposure.(30)  169 

Negative controls 170 

We repeated our primary analysis for five ‘negative control’ pairs of reproductive factors, for which 171 

we would not expect to see causal effects due to their temporal ordering (the outcome occurring 172 

before the exposure). These negative controls included the effect of AFB on AAM, AFS on AAM, AFB 173 

on AFS, age at menopause on AFS, and ALB on AAM. In these cases, any evidence of an effect would 174 
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suggest pleiotropy. This may occur when a genetic instrument affects the exposure and outcome 175 

through a shared heritable factor, which could be a shared process or pathway.(44)  176 

Heterogeneity 177 

We performed a test for heterogeneity using Cochran's Q statistic using the TwoSampleMR package 178 

between instruments. A Q larger than the number of instruments minus one provides evidence for 179 

heterogeneity and invalid instruments, which can imply presence of pleiotropy.(45,46) 180 

Pleiotropy 181 

We used additional MR methods: Weighted mode,(47) Weighted median,(48) and MR Egger,(49) to 182 

assess evidence of pleiotropy.(50) The intercept and 95% confidence interval of the MR-Egger 183 

regression line was used to determine directional pleiotropy using the TwoSampleMR package.(49) 184 

We also applied the R function MR-PRESSO (Mendelian Randomisation Pleiotropy RESidual Sum and 185 

Outlier) to identify and correct for potential outliers (p <0.05).(51) Further details can be found in the 186 

Supplementary Note. 187 

Steiger filtering for bidirectional relationships. 188 

We performed the MR Steiger test and Steiger filtering bi-directionally for the following pairs of 189 

reproductive factors where the temporal ordering was not clear.(52) (Table S3) This was performed to 190 

assess whether the hypothesized causal directional of the relationship was correct for each genetic 191 

instrument.(52) Further details can be found in the Supplementary Note.  192 

Assessing the impact of sample overlap 193 

To investigate whether the degree of bias introduced by sample overlap impacted our findings, we 194 

conducted a series of sensitivity analyses.  195 

Firstly, we performed MR on GWAS summary statistics using a ‘split-sample’ approach, in which the 196 

UK Biobank sample was divided in two halves at random. The MR analysis was performed twice for 197 

each relationship, once using the exposure GWAS from one half and the outcome GWAS from the 198 
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second half and vice versa, with the resulting MR effect estimates being meta-analysed using a fixed 199 

effects model.   200 

Secondly, we performed two-sample MR using results from largely non-UK Biobank replication 201 

studies and consortia to estimate SNP effects on the exposure (sample 1) and UK Biobank estimates 202 

to estimate SNP-effects on the outcome (sample 2), and vice versa where appropriate.(31,32,53) Further 203 

details on the number of studies and sample sizes used for the replication consortia are shown in 204 

Table S4. Using replication studies may also avoid bias introduced by winner’s curse, which is the 205 

overestimation of SNP effects on the exposure in a discovery GWAS.(54,55) 206 

Finally, we used a recently developed MR method, MRlap, that is robust to bias introduced by 207 

sample overlap, winner’s curse and weak instruments.(56) MRlap was performed using the UK 208 

Biobank GWAS summary statistics for reproductive factors where both the exposure and outcome 209 

were continuous i.e., excluding associations involving ever parous status, as the correction for biases 210 

cannot account for a different degree of overlap for cases/controls in case of binary traits.(56)  211 

Only those reproductive factor associations for which there was evidence of an effect from the 212 

primary analysis were taken forward for this sensitivity analysis, as the causal effect would likely be 213 

overestimated when performing MR with overlapping exposure and outcome samples.(42) 214 

Results  215 

UK Biobank  216 

264 698 women from UK Biobank were included in this analysis. The mean age at assessment was 217 

56.4 years (SD=8.0), further sample characteristics are shown in Table 1. Many of the reproductive 218 

factors were weakly phenotypically correlated. The strongest correlations were between AFB and 219 

ALB (Pearson correlation coefficient=0.71), and AFB and number of births (Pearson correlation 220 

coefficient=-0.34) (Figure 1A).  221 
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Table 1 UK Biobank reproductive factors descriptives.  222 

SD: standard deviation. IQR: Interquartile range. N: Sample size 223 

 224 

Reproductive factor    

N Mean (SD) 

Age at menarche (years) 243 898 13.0 (1.6) 

Age first had sexual intercourse (years) 219 486 19.1 (3.6) 

Age at first live birth (years) 203 606 25.9 (5.1) 

Age at last live birth (years) 203 356 30.1 (5.2) 

Age at menopause (years) 143 791 49.7 (5.1) 

Number of live births  250 746 1.8 (1.2) 

Reproductive factor N Median (IQR) 

Lifetime number of sexual partners 208 274 3 (4) 

Reproductive factor (% (N)) 

Never parous  18.69 (49 358) 

Figure 1 A - Phenotypic correlation using the Pearson correlation coefficient. B - Genetic correlation between 
reproductive factors using LD score regression. ***: <0.001; **: <0.01; *:<0.05. 
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UK Biobank GWAS  225 

Table 2 displays the number of variants associated with the eight reproductive factors at genome-226 

wide significance (p<5x10-8) after LD clumping within the full UK Biobank sample. Between four (ever 227 

parous status) and 223 (AAM) SNPs were identified. All F statistics were above the standard 228 

threshold of 10, indicative of strong genetic instruments (Table 2). 229 

 230 

 Table 2 Sample size of the exposure (N), F statistic and the number of SNPs (nSNPs) used within the primary 231 
analysis.  232 

AFS – Age first had sexual intercourse. * One palindromic SNP was excluded from the MR between AAM and 233 
AFS.   234 

 235 

Genetic correlation 236 

The LDSC revealed that the 8 reproductive factors were genetically correlated (rg range: |0.06 – 237 

0.94|), except for lifetime number of sexual partners, which was not correlated with ALB, number of 238 

births or ever parous status (rg < 0.01). AAM was only weakly genetically correlated with other 239 

reproductive factors (rg range: 0.06 - 0.12) In general, genetic correlations were larger in magnitude 240 

than the corresponding phenotypic correlations (Figure 1B, Table S5).  241 

Exposure N F statistic R2 nSNPs 

Age at menarche 243 898 
74.95 (75.28 for 

outcome AFS) 

0.064 

 

223 (222 for 

outcome AFS*) 

Age at menopause 143 791 85.08 0.047 84 

Age at first live birth 203 606 41.97 8.38x10-3 41 

Age at last live birth 203 356 43.46 1.92x10-3 9 

Number of live births 250 746 46.75 1.68x10-3 9 

Age first had sexual intercourse 219 486 39.46 9.44x10-3 53 

Lifetime number of sexual partners 208 274 39.20 6.36x10-3 34 

Ever parous status 250 746 53.92 8.59x10-4 4 
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Mendelian randomization 242 

MR findings from the primary analysis suggest that the positive genetic correlation reflects a causal 243 

relationship between later AAM (1 SD increase) and later AFS (Beta (B)= 0.09, 95% confidence 244 

intervals (CI)= 0.06, 0.11), AFB (B=0.07 SD, CI=0.04, 0.10), ALB (B=0.06 SD, CI=0.04, 0.09) and age at 245 

menopause (B=0.06 SD, CI=0.03, 0.10) (Figure 2A). Findings suggest later AFB (1 SD increase) may 246 

lead to a later age at menopause (B=0.21 SD, CI=0.13, 0.29), later ALB (B=0.72 SD, CI=0.67, 0.77) and 247 

lower number of births (B=-0.38 SD, CI=-0.44, -0.32) (Figure 2G). In addition, later AFS (1 SD 248 

increase) appears to lead to later age at menopause (B=0.11 SD, CI=0.04, 0.18), later AFB (B=0.56 SD, 249 

CI=0.49, 0.63), later ALB (B=0.42 SD, CI=0.35, 0.50), lower number of births (B=-0.24 SD, CI=-0.31, -250 

0.17), lower lifetime number of sexual partners (B=-0.51 SD, CI=-0.58, -0.44) and increased likelihood 251 

of not having any children (OR=0.90 SD, CI=0.88, 0.93). Findings suggest later ALB (1 SD increase) 252 

may lead to a lower number of births (B=-0.19 SD, CI=-0.31, -0.07) (Figure 2H).  Finally, a higher 253 

lifetime number of sexual partners decreases the likelihood of having children (OR=0.96 SD, CI=0.92, 254 

1.0) (Figure 2L).  255 

Age at menopause, number of births and ever having children do not appear to have strong effects 256 

on any of the other reproductive factors (Figure 2B, C, F, J), although confidence intervals for the 257 

effects of number of births and ever having children are wide. Full results of this analysis can be 258 

found in Table S6, and a causal graph shows where we found evidence of an effect between 259 

reproductive factors (Figure 3). 260 
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 261 

 262 

Figure 2 Relationships identified in the primary with evidence of a causal effect.   
+ indicates a positive relationship and – indicates a negative relationship.  
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Evaluating the assumptions of MR 263 

Negative controls 264 

We found little evidence for an effect of age at menopause on AFS (B=0.03 SD, CI=-1.32x10-3, 0.05), 265 

of ALB on AAM (B=0.11 SD, CI=-0.12, 0.34), of AFB on AAM (B=0.04 SD, CI=-0.07, 0.16), or of AFS on 266 

AAM (B=0.10 SD, CI=-7.03x10-4,0.21) (Table S7). However, there was strong evidence for an effect of 267 

AFB on AFS (B=0.58 SD, CI=0.52, 0.65), suggestive of shared pleiotropy.  268 

Heterogeneity 269 

For the relationships identified in the primary analysis, evidence for heterogeneity in the individual 270 

SNP effects in the IVW was present across many of the investigated relationships, except for 271 

between AFB and ALB, and between ALB and number of births (Table S8). Evidence for 272 

heterogeneity could indicate the presence of SNP outliers which were investigated using MR PRESSO 273 

(see “Pleiotropy”). 274 

Figure 3 Relationships identified in the primary with evidence of a causal effect.   
+ indicates a positive relationship and – indicates a negative relationship.  
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Pleiotropy 275 

The effects of AAM on AFS, of AFS on AFB and ALB, and of AFB on ALB and menopause and number 276 

of births, were consistent across MR Egger, Weighted median, and Weighted mode that test for 277 

presence of pleiotropy (Table S9, Figure S1).  278 

Effects were less consistent across the additional MR methods between AAM and AFB, ALB, 279 

menopause, and lifetime number of sexual partners, as well as between age first had sexual partners 280 

and age at menopause, lifetime number of sexual partners, number of births and ever being parous. 281 

Furthermore, the effect of AFB on age at menopause, ALB on number of births and lifetime number 282 

of sexual partners and ever being parous appeared inconsistent across the different MR methods. In 283 

the primary analysis, the only instance where the MR-Egger intercept test revealed evidence for 284 

directional pleiotropy was in the relationship between AAM and lifetime number of sexual partners 285 

(Table S10). We also applied MR-PRESSO to the UK Biobank full overlap GWAS to additionally test 286 

for evidence of pleiotropy and correct for outliers (Table S11). MR-PRESSO revealed evidence for 287 

outliers in almost all tests, other than for the relationships between AFB and ALB. However, after 288 

outlier-correction, there was little change in the strength of evidence. 289 

We applied an MR Steiger method to assess whether we had captured the intended causal direction 290 

between reproductive factors where the causal direction was unclear. Findings show aggregated 291 

instruments have successfully captured the intended causal direction in all cases (Table S12). Steiger 292 

filtering was also implemented to assess whether there were any individual SNPs that did not 293 

capture the intended causal direction, and results are displayed in Table S13. Where instruments 294 

contained SNPs that did not capture the intended causal direction, MR analysis was then performed 295 

excluding those SNPs and the strength of evidence for the causal estimate using the IVW method did 296 

not change (Table S14). 297 
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Assessing the impact of sample overlap 298 

UK Biobank split-sample   299 

In the split-sample GWAS within UK Biobank, between 1 and 101 SNPs were identified at genome-300 

wide significance (p<5x10-8) after LD clumping (r2 < 0.001 and a distance of 10 000 kb) (Table S15). 301 

No SNPs were identified at genome-wide significance in relation to ALB and parous status in the 302 

GWAS performed on one of the UK Biobank split-samples, therefore the split-sample MR was only 303 

conducted once when ALB or ever parous status was the exposure. 304 

Where SNPs were identified in the split-sample analysis, F statistics were above the standard 305 

threshold of 10, indicative of strong genetic instruments (Table S16). However, there was little 306 

overlap in the SNPs which surpassed genome wide significance between sample 1 and sample 2, 307 

with 9 SNPs overlapping between samples for AAM and age at menopause but none for the other 308 

traits (Table S16). A number of the SNPs identified in one of the samples of the split sample GWAS 309 

were identified above the significance threshold but remove during LD clumping in the GWAS of the 310 

other sample, while other SNPs were just below the significance threshold or appeared not to be 311 

associated (Table S17). 312 

We performed MR for each relationship twice, i.e., MR of exposure in sample 1 on outcome in 313 

sample 2, and MR of exposure in sample 2 on outcome in sample 1. This was with the exception of 314 

the MR analyses when ALB and parous status were the exposure, which were assessed only once 315 

(Table S18). We then meta-analysed findings between both samples, which showed limited evidence 316 

of heterogeneity between the causal estimates obtained from the split-sample MRs. Full results of 317 

the meta-analysis can be found in Table S19. 318 

Replication consortia 319 

Inter-relations between the reproductive factors were also investigated using GWAS summary 320 

statistics from consortia studies which excluded UK Biobank. 60 SNPs were identified at genome 321 
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wide significance (p<5x10-8) for AAM (ReproGen), and 5 for AFB (SSGAC) (Table S20). All F statistics 322 

were above the standard threshold of 10, indicative of strong genetic instruments (Table S20). Full 323 

results of this analysis can be found in Table S21. Estimates were consistent when using a larger 324 

replication GWAS from ReproGen for age at menopause, although the sample this GWAS was 325 

performed in had a large proportion of UK Biobank overlap (Table S4). 326 

MRlap UK Biobank 327 

MRlap was performed using the reproductive factor GWAS summary statistics for the full UK 328 

Biobank sample. This method identified slightly more variants at genome-wide significance (p<5x10-329 

8) after LD pruning (10 000kb, r2=0.001) compared to the main analysis. Between 11 (ALB and 330 

number of births) and 231 (AAM) were identified (Table S22). MR estimates were largely similar to 331 

the primary analysis, although in some cases effect size were slightly larger, including for the 332 

relationship between age at last birth and number of births. Full results of this analysis can be found 333 

in Table S23. 334 

Assessing evidence of causal effects across sensitivity analyses 335 

Figure 4 illustrates the effects which appear robust across multiple sensitivity analyses. In particular, 336 

a later AAM appears to have consistent effects on a later AFB, ALB and AFS. In addition, a later AFB 337 

leading to a later ALB, later AFS leading to later AFB, and a later AFS leading to a lower number of 338 

lifetime sexual partners, were consistent across all sensitivity analyses. There was no consistent 339 

evidence for a causal relationship between AAM and lifetime number of sexual partners across 340 

sensitivity analysis and limited evidence between AFS and age at menopause. (Figure 4) 341 

 342 

 343 

 344 
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 345 

 346 

Figure 4 Forest plot showing findings from the primary MR analysis and across the sensitivity MR analyses (IVW 
MR method). Panels to the right of the plots refer to the relationships investigated, and each analysis is shown 
on the y axis. 
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Discussion  347 

This study provides evidence supporting causal effects of several female reproductive factors on 348 

other reproductive traits. We show evidence that earlier reproductive factors including AAM, AFS 349 

and AFB have effects on subsequent events and factors, while ever parous status, age at 350 

menopause, number of births, ALB and lifetime number of sexual partners appear to have limited 351 

effects on other reproductive factors.  352 

We substantiate the genetic correlation between reproductive factors shown in previous studies, 353 

while showing additional correlations that have not been previously investigated.(57,58) Our study 354 

supports evidence for a positive causal link between AAM and age at menopause,(11-16,59,60) and 355 

opposes previous studies that have shown the inverse association,(17,18) or no association.(19-24) 356 

Furthermore our findings support one study that found little evidence for an association between 357 

AAM and parity.(26) Additionally, we corroborated the findings of previous MR studies that identified 358 

a positive causal relationship between AAM and AFB, ALB and age at menopause, and between AFS 359 

and ALB.(59-61)   360 

Many estimates identified in the primary analysis appear consistent across sensitivity analyses that 361 

aim to account for biases. However, some results did not persist in sensitivity analyses checking for 362 

robustness to sample overlap and winner’s curse. The split-sample meta-analysed MR shows a 363 

weaker magnitude of effect compared to our primary analysis, which may be due to sample size 364 

reduction in this sensitivity analysis or bias introduced by sample overlap in the primary analysis. 365 

Overall, using replication GWAS studies as the exposure or outcome showed weaker strength of 366 

evidence and/or magnitude of effects, although evidence for a causal effect for many relationships 367 

assessed was maintained. This may be due to bias introduced by winner’s curse in the primary 368 

analysis or smaller sample sizes available for the replication studies. In particular, age at menopause 369 

from the ReproGen consortium has a sample size of 69,360, compared to 143,791 in our primary 370 
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analysis, and where this is used as the outcome, we found little evidence of an effect of reproductive 371 

factors on age at menopause. A more recent GWAS of age at menopause conducted by the 372 

ReproGen consortium has a much larger sample size (n=201,323), (62) although more than half of the 373 

sample comprise UK Biobank women, meaning a large sample overlap in the MR analysis. 374 

Nonetheless, MR estimates using this more recent GWAS revealed similar results compared to the 375 

previous smaller GWAS.(32) MRlap revealed almost identical results compared to our primary analysis 376 

suggesting sample overlap may not substantially bias estimates.  377 

Pleiotropy may occur when genetic variants have an effect on multiple phenotypes, which can be an 378 

issue in MR as the genetic instruments used as a proxy for the exposure can affect the outcome 379 

independently of the exposure of interest.(29,55) Therefore, resulting effect estimates may not 380 

correctly capture the exposure-outcome relationship of interest. This could be a problem as many of 381 

the reproductive factors are genetically correlated, and consequently multiple sensitivity analyses 382 

were used to assess whether there was an exclusion restriction assumption violation. We 383 

implemented additional MR methods and numerous relationships did not appear to be affected by 384 

pleiotropy. However, it is worth considering that a recent study found that using MR Egger on 385 

overlapping exposure and outcome samples may induce bias in the direction and magnitude of the 386 

confounding.(43) Conversely, other two-sample methods appear to perform similarly in a one-sample 387 

MR compared to a two-sample approach in similarly large sample size.(43) Therefore, where the MR 388 

Egger estimate deviated from the effects estimated from other MR approaches, caution is warranted 389 

in MR Egger interpretation. Where outlier-correction was possible, results were consistent with the 390 

primary analysis, with the exception of the effect of lifetime number of sexual partners on ever 391 

having children, where there was a complete attenuation of the effect after outlier-correction.  392 

Mechanisms underlying causal links 393 

We show that an earlier AAM may lead to an earlier AFS and AFB, as well as an earlier AFS leading to 394 

an earlier AFB. It is likely that earlier maturation may lead to earlier sexual activity, logically 395 
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increasing the chance of an earlier pregnancy. In UK Biobank, a proportion of women may have had 396 

first had sexual intercourse prior to the introduction of the NHS family planning act 1967 which 397 

made contraception readily available through the NHS. This may have strengthened the effect of AFS 398 

on AFB in this cohort and findings may not be generalisable to more contemporary studies. We also 399 

show that an earlier AFS may lead to a higher number of sexual partners, which may occur due to a 400 

longer amount of time to acquire partners if sexual activity commences earlier. Furthermore, we 401 

identify that having a higher lifetime number of sexual partners may lead to a lower chance of 402 

having children. This may be due to increased prevalence of short term relationships and regularly 403 

changing sexual partners,(63) which, as a result, might lead to less chance of starting a family. 404 

However, it is worth noting that after excluding outlying variants, the effect between lifetime 405 

number of sexual partners and ever parous status attenuated. We present strong evidence for a 406 

positive relationship between AFB and ALB. One explanation for this link could be as parents tend to 407 

have children in a relatively short period of time, as shown in UK Biobank where the average AFB is 408 

26 years, and ALB is 30 years for women.  409 

The life history theory is another explanation as to why earlier AAM leads to earlier subsequent 410 

reproductive events and a likelihood of an increased number of children. This theory distinguishes 411 

the allocation of resources into growth and reproductive efforts and categorises “fast” or “slow” life 412 

history strategies.(64,65) A “fast” life history strategy exerts more effort towards reproduction: earlier 413 

puberty and sexual activity leading to an early AFB, and an increased number of births.(64,65) This is 414 

corroborated by our finding that women who experience an earlier AFS, have children earlier and 415 

have more children. If woman starts having children earlier, they have more opportunity to conceive 416 

again before menopause, which may explain the effect we identify between an earlier AFB and 417 

higher number of children. A “fast” life history may lead to an earlier age at menopause as allocating 418 

resources towards reproductive efforts earlier in life and towards a higher number of children, which 419 

may result in a completing reproduction at a younger age.  420 
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There were a number of relationships where we did not find evidence for an effect in our primary 421 

analysis. Of note we did not find a causal effect of AAM on number of births and ever parous status. 422 

Considering the life history theory, we might have expected to find an inverse effect, suggesting an 423 

earlier AAM leads to a high number of births.  424 

Furthermore, we did not find evidence of an effect of ever parous status on lifetime number of 425 

sexual partners, number of births on age at last birth. We investigated bidirectional effects between 426 

reproductive factors where there wasn’t a clear temporal order and identified no bidirectional 427 

effects. Specifically, no effects between age at menopause and age at last birth, lifetime number of 428 

sexual partners, number of births and ever parous status, age at last birth and lifetime number of 429 

sexual partners, and finally number of births and lifetime number of sexual partners. 430 

Several relationships between reproductive factors separated by many years could be mediated by 431 

other intervening reproductive events. For example, we identify effects between AAM and AFS, AFS 432 

and AFB, and AAM and AFB, therefore the effect we find between AAM, and AFB may be mediated 433 

by AFS. Similarly, we found effects between AFS and AFB, AFB and ALB, and AFS and ALB, which 434 

could suggest that an earlier AFS leading to an earlier ALB may be mediated through an earlier AFB. 435 

Future investigations could use mediation analyses to further elucidate these relationships.(66)  436 

Implication of findings 437 

When investigating one reproductive factor in relation to a health outcome, our findings might aid in 438 

identifying reproductive factors that could confound this relationship. For example, becoming a 439 

parent at an earlier age has been identified as a risk factor for depressive symptoms in young 440 

adulthood.(67,68) We have presented evidence that AAM has a causal effect on AFB, and previous 441 

studies have identified earlier AAM as a risk factor for poor mental health outcomes.(69,70) The 442 

evidence presented in this study suggests it would be important to adjust for AAM in an 443 

investigation of the effects of AFB on mental health outcomes. 444 
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Our work also suggests that reproductive factors might lie on the causal pathway between an earlier 445 

reproductive factor and a later outcome. We present evidence for a causal effect between AFB and 446 

number of births, and both reproductive factors been identified as a risk factor for cardiovascular 447 

disease.(71) An investigation of AFB on risk of cardiovascular disease might want to consider 448 

mediation via number of births.  449 

Finally, a number of reproductive factors have been identified as risk factors for breast cancer, 450 

including AAM, age at menopause,(2) number of births and AFB.(3) We have presented a number of 451 

causal inter-relationships between reproductive factors; therefore, researchers should carefully 452 

consider the total impact of reproductive factor variability on chronic diseases such as breast cancer 453 

rather than the impact of single reproductive indicators, a multivariable approach could be 454 

particularly useful.(72)  455 

Strengths and Limitations 456 

The strengths of the study include the range of reproductive factors investigated using the MR 457 

approach; use of large UK Biobank resource and data from other genetic consortia; and, the extent 458 

of MR sensitivity analyses to evaluate MR assumptions and address sample overlap. However, this 459 

study has a number of limitations. 460 

Firstly, negative control analysis revealed strong evidence of an effect of AFB on AFS, suggesting 461 

possible evidence of pleiotropy which has been previously identified for the AFS genetic 462 

instrument.(73) As this may reduce the reliability of our results, future work could further assess 463 

whether the associations identified for AFS reflect true causal effects.  464 

For some exposures such as ALB, number of births and ever being parous, the number of SNPs used 465 

as genetic instruments was limited, meaning we cannot reliably evaluate pleiotropy and 466 

heterogeneity in these instances. Increasing the number of SNPs in the genetic instruments for each 467 

of these reproductive factors through larger GWAS would be valuable.   468 
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Another limitation is the issue of selection bias in UK Biobank.  While 9 million individuals were 469 

invited to participate in the study, the response rate was 5%. Additionally, the participants in the UK 470 

Biobank and replication studies we used were largely restricted to women of European ancestry. 471 

These samples are therefore not representative of the entire UK female population and estimates 472 

may not be generalisable to women in other ancestry groups. Future work is required to replicate 473 

our findings in independent studies and translate the results in women in other ancestry groups.  474 

While the majority of the reproductive factors are likely to be accurately captured through 475 

questionnaire (such as AFB, number of births and ALB), other factors such as AAM may not be as 476 

reliably recalled (74). Self-report of lifetime number of sexual partners is also known to be 477 

overestimated by some, which could explain the positively skewed distribution we identified.(75) To 478 

account for this we performed rank-based inverse normal transformation of this variable.  479 

The split-sample GWAS revealed little overlap between genome wide significant SNPs identified in 480 

each sample. While some of these SNPs were identified slightly below the significance threshold 481 

between samples, others appeared not to be associated. This suggest that some SNPs may have 482 

been identified through spurious associations and may suggest evidence of winner’s curse.  483 

Conclusion 484 

In conclusion, we present evidence of inter-relationships between reproductive factors. In particular, 485 

we find strong evidence of an effect of AAM, AFS and AFB on subsequent reproductive events and 486 

factors.  Future work should consider the inter-relationships between reproductive factors when 487 

assessing reproductive risk on disease outcomes. 488 
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